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Abstract 
 This research explores whether commercially sexually 
exploited children (CSEC) abuse drugs or face greater 
histories of abuse than their delinquent peers. This research 
will evaluate whether girls who are CSEC victims 
experience more abuse of drugs or experience more 
physical, emotional, or sexual abuse. The study also 
explores whether CSEC victims witnessed more abuse than 
non-CSEC victims. A survey of needs and issues facing 
delinquent girls was given to 130 girls between the ages of 
13 to 18. Questions asked about their drug use, abuse 
history, and whether they witnessed abuse. This research 
found that many girls who are CSEC victims experience and 
witnessed more abuse than non-CSEC victims. The results 
also showed that CSEC victims and non-CSEC delinquent 
peers showed no significant difference in drug use. 
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Results 
 The results showed that there was a significant difference between those who 
were CSEC victims and witnessed domestic violence compared to those who were 
not CSEC victims and had not witnessed domestic violence (t=9.885, p< .002). 
When whether a girl had been physically abused was analyzed the results showed 
that the difference was significant (t=6.311, p< .012). Analysis shows that the 
question of whether the girls had been emotionally abused did not have a significant 
difference (t=1.234, p< .267). The two groups varied significantly on whether girls 
had a history of sexual abuse (t=11.697, p< .001).  
 While CSEC victims were more likely to use drugs, they were not using at a 
statistically significantly higher rate than their delinquent peers for most drugs other 
than crack. The test results showed that there was no significance difference between 
the use of meth and whether a girl is a CSEC victim or not (t=1.925, p< .084). When 
we analyzed the use of crack we found that there was a significant difference 
between those who used crack and whether they were a CSEC victim or not 
(t=4.534, p< .033). When we compared cocaine use we found out that the results 
were on their way to significance (t=3.227, p< .072). When we compared heroin we 
realized that there was no significant difference at all between those who are CSEC 
victims and those who are not (t=.180, p< .672). When girls who used meth were 
compared we found that significance was approaching (t=3.096, p< .078).  
Discussion 
 The results show that there is not much difference between drug abuse 
amongst teen girls who are CSEC victims and those who are not CSEC victims. 
These results could have occurred because both groups abuse drugs at about the 
same rate. However, no significant difference may have been found because the 
sample of girls was not big enough to analyze and show a difference in results. When 
we analyzed the results that pertained to CSEC victims and non-CSEC victims in 
regards to their abuse rates we found significant differences.  
 This brings us to the conclusion that CSEC victims are a hard group to 
understand and help. They are hard to help because they experience so many 
hardships in life. Many times they are raised in abusive environments with parents 
who are drug addicts. They are also raised in environments where they may 
experience others being abused or they may hangout in areas where they are targeted 
to be prostituted. When treating CSEC victims you have to treat each individual 
differently. These victims deal with problems ranging from physical abuse, rape, 
drug use, and psychological problems. CSEC victims already experience high sexual 
behavior where they are exposing themselves to different diseases. Then you add 
drug abuse and an abuse history on top of high-risk sexual behavior. This makes 
treating victims hard to do, because they all have different experiences and have 
different needs.  
 Learning how to identify whether a youth is a CSEC victim is possible and 
something that many people such as school official can be taught to identify. 
However, if states do not change there laws and treat CSEC victims, as victims 
instead of offenders these youth will continue to be victims. Las Vegas should 
educate communities and providers on how to help CSEC victims and make special 
laws for them. They should start by passing Safe Harbor laws and then making laws 
according to assessments made on different CSEC victims. Officers and other 
individuals who help or come in contact with other CSEC victims should be trained 
and informed on how to better help CSEC victims.  
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Literature Review 
 Teen girls are being brought into prostitution every day and are 
constantly being sexually exploited. Prostitution has to do with all 
exchanges of sex for money or goods and services, such as drugs, food, 
housing, clothing, etc.” (Lavoie, Thibodeau, Gane, & Hebert, 2010 p.  
1149). It has been estimated that 400,000 children are involved in 
prostitution in the United States every year (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 
2011). Many girls are victims of physical abuse, verbal abuse, sexual 
abuse, or even murdered during their time as a prostitute (Hellemann & 
Santhiveeran, 2011). Women in prostitution are more vulnerable to 
being victims of homicides. In 2011 2.5% to 2.7% of female homicides 
were women involved in prostitution and 2 to 10 million children under 
18 years of age were prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). 
Many girls involved in prostitution are runaways who are trying to leave 
their abusive family environments (Menaker & Franklin, 2013). 
According to Anderson many girls get involved in prostitution because 
of their financial needs and will exchange sex sometimes in exchange 
for goods. 
 According to Hellemann and Santhiveeran three out of five 
female adolescents were raped five or more times while being 
prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). What we see is a higher 
abuse rate and higher risk factors for those involved in prostitution. 
Prostitution includes a great amount of stress and adolescents involved 
in prostitution can experience many psychological problems due to the 
stress. Many girls enter prostitution due to stressful life events such as 
breakups, death of someone close, and changes (Lavoie et al., 2010). 
 Teens will use multiple different drugs to cope with being 
prostituted and some are introduced to drugs by their pimps (Grace et 
al., 2012). Once a trafficker has introduced the girl to drugs they make 
the girls dependent on them for the drugs and force them to work for 
them (Lutya, 2010). Drug use will make a teenager more at risk for 
being victims of prostitution (Lutya, 2010). Many girls involved in 
prostitution come from homes where they have a parent that is involved 
in drugs, too. A study of 222 prostituted individuals in Chicago found 
that 83% were raised by parents that are addicts. Studies found that 
many adolescents used drugs and alcohol and even self-mutilation as 
coping strategies and 21% to 96% of the girls involved in prostitution 
used drugs and alcohol (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011).  
 Many girls are physically, mentally, and sexually abused while 
being prostituted. Girls may choose not to report the abuse that they 
endure during a prostitution because then they may fear retaliation, 
being arrested for prostitution, or being put back in their undesirable 
home situations (Grace et al., 2012). Some girls may exhibit Stockholm 
syndrome and feel as though their pimps are a giving and loving person 
and they will become in denial about there abuse. This makes it difficult 
for service providers to provide help for those who are sexually 
exploited 
 Several laws have been created to help teens involved in 
prostitution, such as The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 and 
The Protection of Children from Sexual Predators Act of 1998 (Halter, 
2010). The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 has been 
rewritten to include victims under 18 who have been forced or not as 
victims of trafficking (Menaker & Franklin 2013). Some states have 
“Safe Harbor” laws the decriminalize prostitution amongst minors and 
offer other programs for teens (Menaker & Franklin 2013). 
Methodology!
!From August 2013 to December of 2013 face-to-face 
interviews were conducted of teenage girls. All the girls were 
detained in the Clark County Department of Juvenile Justice 
Services (DJJS). The girls were asked questions from the Center for 
Disease Control’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey, the survey 
developed by Owen and Bloom (2000), and the GIRLS Initiative 
Workgroup convened by DJJS. 130 girls were interviewed by 
graduate students from the Department of criminal justice and were 
supervised by Dr. Alexis Kennedy. To understand the rates of risky 
behavior, a quantitative study was conducted polling a variety of 
behaviors.  
   Girls were asked about there history if they had ever 
traded sex for items and if so what kinds of items. They were asked 
what age did they trade sex and if they ever had sex for money. They 
were then  asked about their abuse history and whether or not they 
had been abused or witnessed abuse.   
 The girls were asked if they used crack, cocaine, heroine, 
marijuana, alcohol, meth, and other drugs. The girls were also asked 
if they had witnessed abuse of a family member or been physically 
and mentally abused themselves. 
!All of the 130 girls interviewed were between the ages of 12 
and 18. Out of the 130 girls 94 were non-CSEC victims and 36 of 
the girls were CSEC victims. For the remained of the results, the 
victims were compared to the non-CSEC involved girls.  
Introduction and purpose !
!The purpose of this study was to understand whether 
girls who were involved in prostitution use drugs such as 
alcohol, meth, cocaine, and other drugs more than delinquent 
girls who were not involved in prostitution. This study was 
also to determine whether girls who were involved in 
prostitution had a greater history of abuse than those who were 
not involved in prostitution. This study may also give people a 
better insight into the girls that enter into prostitution in hopes 
that it will help identify the resources they need to either never 
enter prostitution or to leave prostitution. Knowledge about 
the effects of prostitution on girls and why they enter into 
prostitution can help service providers offer better community 
resources to the girls. !
Abstract 
 This research explores wh ther commercially sexually 
exploited chil ren (CSEC) abuse drugs or face greater 
historie  f abuse than their delinquent peers. Thi  research 
will eva uate whether girls who are CSEC victims 
experience mor abuse of drugs or experience mor
physical, emotional, r sexual abuse. The study also 
explores wh ther CSEC victims witnessed more abuse than 
non-CSEC victims. A survey of needs an  issues facing 
delinquent girls was given to 130 girls between the ages of 
13 to 8. Questions asked about their drug use, abuse 
history, and whether they witnessed abuse. This research 
found that many girls who are CSEC victims experience a d 
witnessed more abuse than non-CSEC victims. The results 
also showed that CSEC victims and no -CSEC delinquent 
peers showed no significa t differenc  in drug use. 
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Results 
 The results showed t at there was a significant difference betwe n those who 
were CSEC victims and witnessed domestic violen e compared to those who were 
not CSEC victims and had not witnessed domestic violen e (t=9.885, p< .002). 
When whether a girl had been physically abused was analyzed the r sults showed 
that the difference was significant (t=6.311, p< .0 2). Analysis shows that the 
question of whether t  girls ad been emotionally abused did not have a significant 
difference (t=1.234, p< .267). The two groups varied sign ficantly on whether girls 
had a history of sexual abuse (t=11.697, p< .001).  
 While CSEC victims were mor  likely to use drugs, they were not using at a 
statistically ignificantly higher rate than their delinquent peers for most drugs other 
than crack. The test result  showed t at there was no significance difference betwe n 
the use of meth and w ether a girl is  CSEC victim or not (t=1.925, p< .084). When 
we analyzed the use of crack we found that there was a significant difference 
between those who used crack and whether t y were a CSEC victim or not 
(t=4.534, p< .033). When we compared cocaine use w  found out that the results 
were on their way to significance (t=3.227, p< .0 2). When we compared heroin w  
realized that there was no significant difference at all between those who are CSEC 
victims and those who are not (t=.180, p< .672). When girls who u ed meth were 
compared we found that significance was approaching (t=3.096, p< .078).  
Discussion 
 The results show that there is not much difference betwe n drug abuse 
amongst tee  girls who are CSEC victims and those who are not CSEC victims. 
These results could have occurr d because both groups abuse drugs at about the 
same rate. However, no significant difference may have been found because the 
sample of gir s was not big enough to analyze and show a difference in results. When 
we analyzed the r sults that pertained to CSEC victims and non-CSEC victims in 
regards to their abus  ates we found significant differences.  
 This brings us to the conclusion that CSEC victims are a hard group to 
understand and help. They are ard to elp because they experience so many 
hardships in life. Many times they are raised in abusive environments with parents
who are drug ad icts. They are also raised in environments wh re they may 
experience others being abused or th y may hangout in areas where they are targeted 
to be prostituted. When treating CSEC victims you have to treat each individual 
differently. These victims deal with problems ranging from physical abuse, r pe, 
drug use, and psychologi al problems. CSEC victims already experience high s xual 
behavior where they are exposing themselves to different diseases. Then you add 
drug abuse and an abuse history on p of high-risk sexual behavior. This makes 
treating victims hard to do, because they all have different experiences and have 
different ne ds.  
 Learning how to identify whether a youth is a CSEC victim is possible and 
something that many people such as chool officia can be taught to identify. 
However, if states do not change there laws and treat CSEC victims, as victim
instead of offenders thes  youth will continue to be victims. Las Vegas should 
educate communities and providers n how to elp CSEC victims and ake special 
laws for them. They should start by p ssing Safe Harbor laws and then making laws 
according t  assessments made on different CSEC victims. Officers and other 
individuals who help or come in contact with o her CSEC victims should be trained 
and informed on how to better help CSEC victims.  
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Literature Review 
 Teen girls are being brought into prostitution every day and are 
constantly being s xually exploited. Prostitution has to do with all 
exchanges of sex or money r go ds an  ervices, such as drugs, food, 
housing, clothing, etc.” (Lavoie, Th bodeau, G ne, & Hebert, 2010 p.  
1149). It has been estimated that 400,00  children are involved in 
prostitution in the United States every year (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 
2011). Many girls are victims of physical abuse, verbal abuse, sexual 
abuse, or even murdered during their time as a prostitute (Hellemann & 
Santhiveeran, 2011). Women in prostitution are mo vulnerable to 
being victims of homicides. In 2011 .5% to 2.7% of female homicides 
were omen involved in prostitution and 2 to 10 million children under 
18 years of age wer prostituted (H llemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). 
Many girls involved in prostitution are runaways ho are trying to leave 
their abusive family enviro ments (Menaker & F anklin, 2013). 
According to Anderson many girls get involved in prostitution becaus  
of their financ al eeds an  will exchange sex sometimes n xchange 
for go ds. 
 According to Hellemann and S thiveeran th ee out of five 
female adolescents were raped fiv  or more times while be ng 
prostituted (H llemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). What we see is a higher 
abuse rate and higher risk factors for those involved in prostitution. 
Prostitution includes a great amount of stress and adolescents involved 
in prostitution can experience many psychological problems due to the 
stress. Many girls enter prostitution due to stressful life events such as 
breakups, death of someone clos , and changes (Lavoie et al., 2010). 
 Teens will use m ltiple d ff rent d ugs to cope with be ng 
prostituted and some are introduced to drugs by their pimps (Grace et 
al., 2012). Once a trafficker has introduced the girl to drugs they make 
the girls depen ent on them for the drugs and force them o work for 
them (Lutya, 2010). Drug use will make a te n g r more at risk for 
being victims of prostitution (Lutya, 2010). Many girls involved in 
prostitution come from ho es wh re t y have a parent that is involved 
in drugs, too. A study of 222 prostituted individuals in Ch cago found 
that 83% were rais d by parents tha  are addicts. Studies found that 
many adolescents used drugs and alcoho  and even self-mutilation s 
coping strategies and 21% to 96% of the girls involved in prostitution 
used drugs and alcoho  (Hel emann & Santhiveeran, 2011).  
 Many girls are physically, mentally, and sexually abused while 
being prostituted. Girls may choose n t to report the abuse that they 
endur  during a prostitution becaus  then they may fear retaliation, 
being arrested for prostitution, or being put back in the r undesirable 
home situations (Grace et al., 2012). Some girls may exhibit Stockholm 
syndrome and feel as though their pimps are a giving and loving person 
and they will becom  in d nial about there abuse. This makes it diff cult 
for service providers to provide help for those who are sexually 
exploited 
 Several laws h ve been created to help te ns involved in 
prostitution, such as The Trafficking V ctims Protecti n Act of 2000 and 
The Prot cti n of Children from Sexual Predators Act of 1998 (Halter, 
2010). The Trafficking V ctims Protecti n Act of 2000 has been 
rewritt n to include victims under 18 who have been forced or not as 
victims of trafficking (Menaker & F anklin 2013). Some states h ve 
“Safe H rbor” laws the decriminalize prostitution amongst minors and 
offer th programs for teens (Menaker & F anklin 2013). 
Methodol gy!
!From August 2013 to December of 2013 face-to-face 
interviews were conducted of teenag  girls. All the girls were 
detain d  the Clark County Departmen  of Juvenile Justice 
Servic s (DJJS). The girls were ask d question  from the Center for 
Disease Control’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey, the survey 
developed by Owen and Bloom (2000), and the GIRLS Initiative 
Workgroup convened by DJJS. 130 girls were interviewed by 
graduate students from the Departmen  of criminal justice and were 
supervis d by Dr. Alexis Kennedy. To understand he rates of risky 
behavior, a quantitative study was conducted polling a variety of 
behaviors.  
  Girls were ask d about there istory if they had ever
traded sex for items and if so what kinds of items. They w re ask d 
what age did they rade sex and if they ever had sex for m ney. They 
were then  asked about their abuse hi tory and whether or not they
had been abused or witnessed abuse.   
 The girls were ask d if they us d crack, cocaine, heroin , 
mariju na, lcohol, meth, and other drugs. The girls were also sked 
if they had witnessed abuse of a family ember or been physically 
and mentally abused th mselve . 
!All of the 130 girls interviewed re b twe n th  ages of 12 
and 18. Out of the 130 girls 94 were non-CSE  victims and 36 of 
the girls were CSE  victims. For the emained of the results, the 
victims were compared to the non-CSE  involved girls.  
Introduction and purpose !
!The purpose of this study was to understand whether 
girls who ere involved in prostitution use drugs s ch as 
alcohol, meth, cocaine, a d other drugs more than delinque t 
girls who ere not i volved in prostitution. This study was 
also to de ermine wh ther girls who ere involved in 
prostitution had a gre te  history of abuse than ose who ere 
not i volved in prostitution. This study ma also give people a 
better insight into the girls that enter i to prostitution in hopes 
that i  will help ident fy the resources th y need to either never 
enter prostitution or to leave prostitution. Knowledge about 
the effects of pr stitution on girls and why the enter i to 
prostitution can help s rvic  providers offer better community 
resources to the girls. !
Abstrac  
 This research explores whether commercially sexual y 
exploited children (CSE ) abuse drugs or face greater 
histor es of abus  than their d linquent peers. This r search 
will evaluate whether girls who are CSE  victims 
experienc  mo e abuse f drug  or experienc  mo e 
physical, emot onal, or sexual abuse. The study also 
explores whether CSE  victims witnessed mor  abuse than 
non-CSE  victims. A urvey of needs and issue  fac ng 
delinquent girls wa  iven to 130 girls between th  ag s of 
13 to 18. Questions asked about their dr g use, ab se 
history, and whether t y witnessed abuse. This research 
found that m ny girls who are CSE  victims exper enc  and
witnessed mor  abuse than no -CSE  victims. The results 
also sh wed that CSE  victims and non-CSE  delinquent 
peers show d no significant difference in d ug use.
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Results 
 The results showed tha  there was a significa t difference between those who 
were CSEC victims and wit essed domestic violence compared to th se who were 
not CSEC victims and had not witnessed domestic violence (t=9.885, p< .002). 
When w ther a girl had b en physically abused w s analyz  the resu ts showed 
that the difference was signifi a t (t=6.311, p< .012). Analysis shows that the 
question of whether the girls had been emotionally abused did not have a sig ifica t 
difference (t=1.234, p< .267). The two groups varied significa tly o  whether girls
had a istory of sexual ab se (t=11.697, p< .001).  
 While CSEC vict ms were mo  likely to use dr gs, they were not using at a 
statistic lly significa t y hi her r te than t ir delinqu nt pe rs for most drugs other 
than crack. The test resul s showed tha  there was no sig ifica ce difference b tween 
the use of met  and wheth r a girl is a CSEC victim or not (t=1.925, p< .084). When 
we analyzed the use of crack we found that there was a significa t difference 
between those who used crack and whether they ere a CSEC victim or not 
(t=4.534, p< .033). When we compar d cocaine us  we fou d t that the res lts 
were on their ay t  sign fica ce (t=3.227, p< .072). When we compar d h oin we 
realized that th re was no sig ifica t difference at all b tween those who are CSEC 
victims and those who are n t (t=.180, p< .672). When girls who used meth were 
compared we f und that significa ce was appro ching (t=3.096, p< .078).  
Discus ion 
 The results show t at there is not much difference between drug abus  
amongst teen girls who are CSEC victims and those who are n t CSEC victims. 
These results could have oc urred because both gr up  a use d gs at abou the 
same r te. Howev r, no sig ifica t difference may hav  been found because the 
sample of girl  was n t big enough t  analyze nd show a difference in results. When 
we analyzed the resu ts tha  pe t in d to CSEC victims and no -CSEC victims in 
regards to their abuse rates we found sig ifica t differences.  
 This brings us to the conclusi n that CSEC victims are a hard group to 
understand and help. They are hard to help because t ey experi nc  so many
hardships in life. Many times hey are raised in abusive nvironments with parents 
who are drug a dicts. They re also raised in env ronments where t ey may 
experi nc  others bei g abused or they may hangout in areas where t y are targe ed 
to be prostituted. When treating CSEC victims you have to tr at each individual 
differently. These victims deal with probl ms ranging from physical abuse, rape, 
drug use, and psychologica  prob ems. CSEC victims already experi nc  high s xual 
behavior where t y are exposing themselves to differ nt diseases. Th n you add 
drug abuse n  an  history on top of high-risk sexual beh vior. This makes 
treating victims hard to do, bec use they all have different xperi nc s a d hav  
different ne ds.  
 Learning how to ide tify hether a youth is a CSEC victim s possible and 
something at any people such as school official an be taught to iden ify. 
However, if states do not ch nge ther  laws and treat CSEC victims, as vict ms 
instead of offe ders these youth will continue to be victims. Las Vegas should
educate communities and prov d rs on how to help CSEC victims and m ke special
laws for them. They should start by passing Safe H rbor laws and the  making laws 
according to assessment  ad on ifferent CSEC victims. Officers and other 
individuals who help or come in conta t with other CSEC victims should be train d 
and informed o  how to better lp CSEC victims.  
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Litera u e Review 
 Teen girls a  be ng b ought into pr stitution every da and re 
consta tly being sexually exploited. Prostitution has to do with all 
exchanges of ex for m ney r g ods and services, such as drugs, foo , 
housing, cl thi , etc.” (Lavoie, Thibod au, Gane, & Hebert, 2010 p.  
1149). It has been stima d that 400,0  children are involved in 
prostitution in the U ited States very y ar (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 
2011). Many girls a e victims of physical abuse, verbal abus , sexual 
abuse, or even mu der  d ring their t me as a prostitute (H llemann & 
Santhiveeran, 2011). Women in prostitution are more vulnerable to 
being victims of h micides. In 2011 2.5% to 2.7% of female homicid s 
were women involved in prostitution and 2 t 10 milli n children under 
18 years of ag were prostitut d (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). 
Many girls involved in prostitution are runaw ys who are trying to leave 
their abusiv  family environm ts (Menaker & Fr nkli , 2013). 
According to Anderson many girls get involved in prostitution because 
of their financi l needs and will exchange sex om ti  in xchange 
for g ods. 
 According to Hellemann d S thiveeran re  out of five 
female adolescents w re raped five or m re times while b ing 
prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). What we see i a high r 
abuse rat and higher risk factors f  th se involved in prostitution. 
Prostitution incl des a great amount of stres  and dolescents i volved 
in prostitution ca experienc  many ps chological problems due to the 
stres . Many girls enter p ostitution due to stres ful life ev nts such as 
breakups, death of some ne close, and changes (Lavoie et al., 2010). 
 Teens will use multiple different drugs to cope with being 
prostituted an some re introduc d to r gs by their pim s (Grace et
al., 2012). Once a traffi ker h s introduced the girl to dru s they make 
the girls dependent on hem f r the drugs and force them to work for 
them (Lutya, 2010). Drug use will make  t en g r more at isk for 
being victims of prostitution (Lu ya, 2010). Many girls involved in 
prostitution c me from homes where they ave  parent tha is i volved 
in drugs, too. A study of 222 prostituted indivi uals in Chicago found 
that 83% were raised by p rents that are addicts. S udies found that
many dolescents us d drugs and lcohol and even s lf-mutilation as 
coping strategies and 21% to 96% of the girls involved in prostitution 
used drugs and lcohol (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011).  
 Many girls a e physic lly, ment and sexually bused while 
being prostituted. Girls may choose not t  repo t the abuse at ey 
endure during a prostitution because then they may fear r t lia ion, 
being arrested for prostitution, or being put ack in their undesirable 
home situat ons (Gr ce et al., 2012). Some girls may exhibit Stockholm 
syndrome and feel as though their pim s are a giving a d loving person 
and they will become in de ial about there abuse. This makes it difficult 
for service providers to pr vide help for th se who are sexually 
exploited 
 Several laws have be n created to h lp t ens involved in 
prostitution, such as The rafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 and
The Protection of Children from S xual Predators Act of 1998 (Halter, 
2010). The rafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 has been 
rewritten o include victims under 18 who have be n forced or n t as 
victims of tra ficking (Menaker & Fr nkli  2013). Some state  have 
“Safe Harbor” laws the decriminalize prostitution amongst min rs and
offer other programs for teens (Menaker & Fr nkli  2013). 
Methodology!
!From August 2013 to December of 2013 face-to-face 
intervi ws er  conducted of teenage girls. All the gir s w re 
detained in the Clark County Depar ment of Juvenil  J stice 
Services (DJJS). The girls w re asked que tions from the C nter fo
Disease Contr l’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey, the survey 
develope  by Owen and Bloom (2000), and the GIRLS Initiat ve 
Workgroup conve ed by DJJS. 130 girls were intervi wed by 
gradu te stu ents from the D partment of criminal justice and were 
supervised by Dr. Alexis Kenn dy. To understand the r tes of risky 
behavior, a quantit tive s udy was conducted polling a var ety of 
behaviors.  
   Girls were asked about there his ory if they had ever 
traded s x for items and if so what kinds of item . They were asked 
what age did they trade sex and if they ever had sex for money. They 
were th n  asked about their abuse history and whether or n t they
had been bus d or witnessed abu e.   
 The girls w re asked if they used crack, ocaine, h ro
marijuana, alcohol meth, and o er drugs. The girls w re al o a ked 
if they had witnessed abu e of a family me ber or been physically 
and mentally abused thems lves. 
!All of the 130 girls ntervi wed were bet en the ages of 12 
and 18. Out of the 130 girls 94 were non-CSEC victims and 36 of 
the girls w re CSEC victims. For the remain d of the resul , th
victims were compared to the non-CSEC involved girls.  
Introduction a d pur ose !
!The pur os f this study was to understand whether
girls who were involved in prostitution use drugs uch as 
alcohol, meth, cocaine, and other drugs more than delinquent 
girls who were n t involved in prostitution. This study was 
also to determine whether girls who were involved in 
prostitution had a greater history f abuse th n those who w re 
not involved in prostitution. This study may also give peo le a 
better insight into the girls at en er into pr stitution n hopes 
that it w ll he p identify th resources they n ed to eith r n ver 
enter prostitution or t  leav prostitution. Knowledg  about 
the effec s of prostitution on girls and why t ey enter into 
prostitution ca  help service provid rs offer b tter community 
resources to the girls. !
Abstract 
 This research explores whether commercially sexually 
exploited children (CSEC) abuse drugs or face greater 
histories of abuse than their delinquent peers. This research 
will evaluate whether girls who are CSEC victims 
experience more abuse of drugs or experience more 
physical, emotional, or sexual abuse. The study also 
explores whether CSEC victims witnessed more abuse than 
non-CSEC victims. A survey of needs and issues facing 
delinquent girls was given to 130 girls between the ages of 
13 to 18. Questions asked about their drug use, abuse 
history, and whether they witnessed abuse. This research 
found that many girls who are CSEC victims experience and 
witnessed more abuse than non-CSEC victims. The results 
also showed that CSEC victims and non-CSEC delinquent 
peers showed no significant difference in drug use. 
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Results 
 The results showed that there was a significant difference between those who 
were CSEC victims and witnessed domestic violence compared to those who were 
not CSEC victims and had not witnessed domestic violence (t=9.885, p< .002). 
When whether a girl had been physically abused was analyzed the results showed 
that the difference was significant (t=6.311, p< .012). Analysis shows that the 
question of whether the girls had been emotionally abused did not have a significant 
difference (t=1.234, p< .267). The two groups varied significantly on whether girls 
had a history of sexual abuse (t=11.697, p< .001).  
 While CSEC victims were more likely to use drugs, they were not using at a 
statistically significantly higher rate than their delinquent peers for most drugs other 
than crack. The test results showed that there was no significance difference between 
the use of meth and whether a girl is a CSEC victim or not (t=1.925, p< .084). When 
we analyzed the use of crack we found that there was a significant difference 
between those who used crack and whether they were a CSEC victim or not 
(t=4.534, p< .033). When we compared cocaine use we found out that the results 
were on their way to significance (t=3.227, p< .072). When we compared heroin we 
realized that there was no significant difference at all between those who are CSEC 
victims and those who are not (t=.180, p< .672). When girls who used meth were 
compared we found that significance was approaching (t=3.096, p< .078).  
Dis ussion 
 The results show that there is not much difference between drug abuse 
amongst teen girls who are CSEC victims and those who are not CSEC victims. 
These results could have occurred because both groups abuse drugs at about the 
same rate. However, no significant difference may have been found because the 
sample of girls was not big enough to analyze and show a difference in results. When 
we analyzed the results that pertained to CSEC victims and non-CSEC victims in 
regards to their abuse rates we found significant differences.  
 This brings us to the conclusion that CSEC victims are a hard group to 
understand and help. They are hard to help because they experience so many 
hardships in life. Many times they are raised in abusive environments with parents 
who are drug addicts. They are also raised in environments where they may 
experience others being abused or they may hangout in areas where they are targeted 
to be prostituted. When treating CSEC victims you have to treat each individual 
differently. These victims deal with problems ranging from physical abuse, rape, 
drug use, and psychological problems. CSEC victims already experience high sexual 
behavior where they are exposing themselves to different diseases. Then you add 
drug abuse and an abuse history on top of high-risk sexual behavior. This makes 
treating victims ard t  do, because they all have different experiences and have 
different needs.  
 Learning how to identify whether a youth is a CSEC victi  is possible and 
something that many people such as school official can be taught to identify. 
However, if states do not change there laws and treat CSEC victims, as victims 
instead of offenders these youth will continue to be victims. Las Vegas should 
educate communities and providers on how to help CSEC victims and make special 
laws for them. They should start by passing Safe Harbor laws and then making laws 
according to assessments made on different CSEC victims. Officers and other 
individuals who help or come in contact with other CSEC victims should be trained 
and informed on how to better help CSEC victims.  
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Literature Review 
 Teen girls are being brought into prostitution every day and are 
constantly being sexually exploited. Prostitution has to do with all 
exchanges of sex for money or goods and services, such as drugs, food, 
housing, clothing, etc.” (Lavoie, Thibodeau, Gane, & Hebert, 2010 p.  
1149). It has been estimated that 400,000 children are involved in 
prostitution in the United States every year (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 
2011). Many girls are victims of physical abuse, verbal abuse, sexual 
abuse, or even murdered during their time as a prostitute (Hellemann & 
Santhiveeran, 2011). Women in prostitution are more vulnerable to 
being victims of homicides. In 2011 2.5% to 2.7% of female homicides 
were women involved in prostitution and 2 to 10 million children under 
18 years of age were prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). 
Many girls involved in prostitution are runaways who are trying to leave 
their abusive family environments (Menaker & Franklin, 2013). 
According to Anderson many girls get involved in prostitution because 
of their financial needs and will exchange sex sometimes in exchange 
for goods. 
 According to Hellemann and Santhiveeran three out of five 
female adolescents were raped five or more times while being 
prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). What we see is a higher 
abuse rate and higher risk factors for those involved in prostitution. 
Prostitution includes a great amount of stress and adolescents involved 
in prostitution can experience many psychological problems due to the 
stress. Many girls enter prostitution due to stressful life events such as 
breakups, death of someone close, and changes (Lavoie et al., 2010). 
 Teens will use multiple different drugs to cope with being 
prostituted and some are introduced to drugs by their pimps (Grace et 
al., 2012). Once a trafficker has introduced the girl to drugs they make 
the girls dependent on them for the drugs and force them to work for 
them (Lutya, 2010). Drug use will make a teenager more at risk for 
being victims of prostitution (Lutya, 2010). Many girls involved in 
prostitution come from homes where they have a parent that is involved 
in drugs, too. A study of 222 prostituted individuals in Chicago found 
that 83% were raised by parents that are addicts. Studies found that 
many adolescents used drugs and alcohol and even self-mutilation as 
coping strategies and 21% to 96% of the girls involved in prostitution 
used drugs and alcohol (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011).  
 Many girls are physically, mentally, and sexually abused while 
being prostituted. Girls may choose not to report the abuse that they 
endure during a prostitution because then they may fear retaliation, 
being arrested for prostitution, or being put back in their undesirable 
home situations (Grace et al., 2012). Some girls may exhibit Stockholm 
syndrome and feel as though their pimps are a giving and loving person 
and they will become in denial about there abuse. This makes it difficult 
for service providers to provide help for those who are sexually 
exploited 
 Several laws have been created to help teens involved in 
prostitution, such as The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 and 
The Protection of Children from Sexual Predators Act of 1998 (Halter, 
2010). The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 has been 
rewritten to include victims under 18 who have been forced or not as 
victims of trafficking (Menaker & Franklin 2013). Some states have 
“Safe Harbor” laws the decriminalize prostitution amongst minors and 
offer other programs for teens (Menaker & Franklin 2013). 
Methodology!
!Fr m August 2013 to December of 2013 face-to-face 
interviews were conducted of teenage girls. All the girls were 
detained in the Clark County Department of Juvenile Justice 
Se vices (DJJS). The girls were asked questio s from the Cent r for 
Disease Control’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey, the survey 
developed by Owen and Bloom (2000), and the GIRLS Initiative 
Workgroup convened by DJJS. 130 girls were interviewed by 
graduate students from the Department of criminal justice and were 
supervised by Dr. Alexis Kennedy. To understand the rates of risky 
behavior, a quantitative study was conducted polling a variety of 
behaviors.  
   Girls were asked about there history if they had ever 
traded sex for items and if so what kinds of items. They were asked 
what age did they trade sex and if they ever had sex for money. They 
were then  asked about their abuse history and whether or not they 
had been abused or witnessed abuse.   
 The girls were asked if they used crack, cocaine, heroine, 
marijuana, alcohol, meth, and other drugs. The girls were also asked 
if they had witnessed abuse of a family member or been physically 
and mentally abused themselves. 
!All of the 130 girls interviewed were between the ages of 12 
and 18. Out of the 130 girls 94 were non-CSEC victims and 36 of 
the girls were CSEC victims. For the remained of the results, the 
victims were compared to the non-CSEC involved girls.  
Introduction and purpose !
!The purpose of this study was to understand whether 
girls who were involved in prostitution use drugs such as 
alcohol, meth, cocaine, and other drugs more than delinquent 
girls who were not involved in prostitution. This study was 
also to determine whether girls who were involved in 
prostitution had a greater history of abuse than those who were 
not involved in prostitution. This study may also give people a 
better insight into the girls that enter into prostitution in hopes 
that it will help identify the resources they need to either never 
enter prostitution or to leave prostitution. Knowledge about 
the effects of prostitution on girls and why they enter into 
prostitution can help service providers offer better community 
resources to the girls. !
Abstract 
 This research explores whether commercially sexually 
exploited children (CSEC) abuse drugs or face greater 
histories of abuse than their delinquent peers. This research 
will evaluate whether girls who are CSEC victims 
exp rien  more abuse of drugs o experi n  mor  
p ysica , emotio l, or sexual abuse. Th  study also 
explor whe r CSEC v ctims witne sed mo e abuse than
non-CSEC victims. A survey of needs and i sues facing 
delinquent girls was given to 130 g rls betwe n the ages of 
13 to 18. Que tions asked about t ir drug u e, abuse 
hi tory, and w ther they witn s ed abuse. Thi  research 
found that any gi ls who ar  CSEC victims experie ce and 
wit ess d more abuse than non-CSEC victim . The results
also showed th t CSEC victims and non-CSEC delinquent 
peers s owed no significant difference in d ug us .
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Results 
 The results showed that there was a significant difference between those who 
were CSEC victims and witnessed domestic violence compared to those who were 
not CSEC victims and had not witnessed domestic violence (t=9.885, p< .002). 
When whether a girl had been physically abused was analyzed the results showed 
that the difference was significant (t=6.311, p< .012). Analysis shows that the 
question of whether the girls had been emotionally abused did not have a significant 
difference (t=1.234, p< .267). The two groups varied significantly on whether girls 
had a history of sexual abuse (t=11.697, p< .001).  
 W ile CSEC victims were more ikely to use d ugs, they r  no  u ing at a 
st tistically sig ificantly higher rate than their delinque t peers for most drugs other 
than crack. The est r sults showed th t th re w s no significance difference between 
the use of meth and whether a gi l is a CSEC victim r not ( =1.925, p< .084). When 
we analyzed the use of crack we found that there was a significant difference 
between those who used crack and whether they were a CSEC victim or not 
(t=4.534, p< .033). When we compared cocaine use we found out that the results 
were on their way to significance (t=3.227, p< .072). When we compared heroin we 
realized that there was no significant difference at all between those who are CSEC 
victims and those who are not (t=.180, p< .672). When girls who used meth were 
compared we found t at significance was pproaching (t=3.096, p< .078).  
Discussion 
 Th re ults show th t here is ot much differ c  betw en d ug abus
mongst te n girls who are CSEC victims and those are not CSEC victims. 
These sults c ld have occurred b cau e both groups abuse drugs at about the 
same rate. However, no significant difference may have been found because the 
sample of girls was not big enough to analyze and show a difference in results. When 
we analyzed the results that pertained to CSEC victims and non-CSEC victims in 
regards to their abuse rates we found significant differences.  
 This brings us to the conclusion that CSEC victims are a hard group to 
understand and help. They are hard to help because they experience so many 
hardships in life. Ma y times they are raised in abusive e viro ments with parents 
ho are drug addicts. They are also raised in e iro ments where they may 
experience others being abused r they may hangout in areas where they are targeted 
to be prostituted. When treating CSEC victims you have to treat each individual 
differently. These victims deal with problems ranging from physical abuse, rape, 
drug use, and psychological problems. CSEC victims already experience high sexual 
behavior where they are exposing themselves to different diseases. Then you add 
drug abuse and an abuse history on top of high-risk sexual behavior. This makes 
treating victims hard to do, because they all have different experiences and have 
different needs.  
 Learning how to identify whether a youth is a CSEC victim is possible and 
something that many people such as school official can be taught to identify. 
However, if states do not change there laws and treat CSEC victims, as victims 
instead of offenders these youth will continue to be victims. Las Vegas should 
educate communities and providers on how to help CSEC victims and make special 
laws for them. They should start by passing Safe Harbor laws and then making laws 
according to assessments made on different CSEC victims. Officers and other 
individuals who help or come in contact with other CSEC victims should be trained 
and informed on how to better help CSEC victims.  
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Literature Review 
 Teen girls are being brought into prostitution every day and are 
constantly being sexually exploited. Prostitution has to do with all 
exchanges of sex for money or goods and services, such as drugs, food, 
housing, clothing, etc.” (Lavoie, Thibodeau, Gane, & Hebert, 2010 p.  
1149). It has been estimated tha  400,000 children are involved in 
pro titu ion in the Unit States every year (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 
2011). Many girls a  victims of phy ical abuse, verbal abuse, sexual 
ab e, or even murdered during th ir time as a prostitut  (Hellemann & 
Santhive r n, 2011). Women in prostitution are more ulnerable to 
be g vic ims of hom ci s. In 2011 2.5% to 2.7% of female homicides 
were wom n nvolved in pro titution and 2 to 10 million children nder 
18 y ars of age were prosti uted (H lle ann & San hiv ran, 2011). 
Many girls involved in pros itu on are runaways who re trying  leave 
their abus ve fam ly environmen s (Menaker & Franklin, 2013). 
According to Anderson many girls get involved in prostitution b caus  
of th i  financial ne s and will xchange sex som tim s in exchange 
for g ods. 
 According to Hell mann and Santhiveeran three out of five 
female adolescents we e r ped five or more time  whil  being 
prostitut d (H l emann & Santhive r , 2011). What we see is a hi her 
abuse rate and higher risk factors for those involved in prostitution. 
Prostitu ion includ s a gre t amount of stress and adolescents involved 
in prostitution c n ex rienc many psychological problems due to the 
str s. Many girls enter prostitution due to str s ful life ev nts such as 
breakups, death of s me ne l se, and changes (Lavo e e  al., 2010). 
 Te ns wi l us m ltiple di fere t drug t  cop  with being 
pr stituted and som  are i troduced to drugs by thei  pimps (Grace et 
al., 2012). Once a raff cker has n duced th  girl to drugs t ey make 
th  girls dependent n them for the drugs d f rce hem o work for
th m (Lutya, 2010). Dr g us will make a teenager more at r sk for 
being victims of p stitut on (L tya, 2010). Many girls involv d in
prostitution come f om homes whe t ey have a parent that is involv d 
in drug , t o. A study of 222 p ostitute individuals in Chicag found 
at 83% we e rai d by parents hat r  ddicts. Studies found that
ma y ad lescents used dr gs and alcohol and e en self-mutilation as 
copi g st ategies and 21% to 96% of  girls involv d in pro t tution 
used drugs and alcoh l (Hellemann & Sa thiveer n, 2011).  
 Many gi ls are phy ically, mentally, and exually abuse while 
bei g pr it ted. Girls may ch ose not to report he abuse h  they 
endure durin  a prostitution b cause then they may f ar re al a on, 
bei g arre ted f r prostitutio , or being pu  back in their undesirable 
home situations (G ace et al., 2012). Some girl  m y ex bit Stockholm 
syndrom  and feel as though t eir imps a  a giving and loving person 
a  they w ll become in de ial abou  there buse. This makes it difficult 
for service providers t provide help for those who ar  sexua ly 
exploited 
 Sev ral laws have been created to help teens volved i  
pros itution, such as The Trafficking Victim Prot ct on Act o 2000 and
The Protecti n of Childr n rom Sexual Predators Act of 1998 (Halter, 
2010). The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 has been 
rewritten to include victims un er 18 who hav  bee  forced or not as 
victims of tr fficking (Men ker & Frankl n 2013). Some st tes have
“Safe Harbor” laws the decrimin lize prostituti n amongst minors and
offer other progra s fo  teens (Menaker & Franklin 2013). 
Metho ology!
!From August 2013 t  December of 2013 f ce-to-fac  
intervi ws were cond cted of te n ge girls. All t  girls were 
tained in the Clark County Department of Juvenile Justice 
Services (DJJS). The girls were asked questions from th  Center for 
Disease Control’  Y uth Risk Behavior Survey, the survey 
dev loped by Owen and Bloom (2000), and the GIRLS Initiative 
Workgroup convened by DJJS. 130 girls were interviewed b  
graduate students from the Department of criminal justice and were 
supervised by Dr. Alexis Kennedy. To understand the rates of risky 
behavior, a quantitative study as co ucted polling a variety of 
behaviors.  
   Girls were asked about t ere history if they had ever 
tr ed sex for items and if so what kinds of items. They were asked 
what age did they trade sex and if th y ever had sex for m ney. They 
we e then  sked about their abus  history and whether or not they 
had been abused or witnessed abuse.   
 The girls were asked if they used crack, cocaine, heroine, 
marijuana, alcohol, meth, and other rugs. The girls w re als  asked 
if they had witnessed abuse of a family member or been physically 
and mentally abused themselves. 
!All of the 130 girls interviewed were betw en the ages of 12 
and 18. Out of the 130 girls 94 were non-CSEC victims and 36 of 
the girls were CSEC victims. For the remained of the results, the 
victims were compared to the non-CSEC involved girls.  
Introduction and purpose !
!T e purpose of this study was to understand whether 
girls who were involved in p ostitution use drugs such as 
alcohol, met , cocaine, and other drugs more than delinquent 
girls who were not involved in prostitution. This study was 
also to determi e whether girls who were involved i  
prostitution had a greater history of abuse than th se who were 
not involved in pr stitution. Thi  st dy may also giv  pe ple a 
bett r insight into the girls that enter into prostitution i  hopes 
that it will help id ntify the res urc s they ne d to either never 
enter prostitution or to leave prostitution. Knowledge about 
the effects of prostitution on girls and why they enter into 
prostitution can help service providers offer better community 
resources to the girls. !
Abstract 
 This research explores whether commercially sexually 
exploited children (CSEC) abuse drugs or face greater 
histories of abuse than their delinquent peers. This research 
will evaluate whether girls who are CSEC victims 
experience more abuse of drugs or experience more 
physical, emotional, or sexual abuse. The study also 
explores whether CSEC victims witnessed more abuse than 
non-CSEC victims. A survey of needs and issues facing 
delinquent girls was given to 130 girls between the ages of 
13 to 18. Questions asked about their drug use, abuse 
history, and whether they witnessed abuse. This research 
found that many girls who are CSEC victims experience and 
witnessed more abuse than non-CSEC victims. The results 
also showed that CSEC victims and non-CSEC delinquent 
peers showed no significant difference in drug use. 
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Results 
 The results howed that there was a significant difference between those who 
were CSEC victims and witnessed domestic violence compared to those who were 
not CSEC victims and had not witnessed domestic violence (t=9.885, p< .002). 
When whether a girl had been physically abused was analyzed the results showed 
that the difference was significant (t=6.311, p< .012). Analysis shows that the 
question of whether the girls had been emotionally abused did not have a significant 
difference (t=1.234, p< .267). The two groups varied significantly on whether girls 
had a history of sexual abuse (t=11.697, p< .001).  
 While CSEC victims were more likely to use drugs, they were not using at a 
statistically significantly higher rate than their delinquent peers for most drugs other 
than crack. The test results showed that there was no significance difference between 
the use of meth and whether a girl is a CSEC victim or not (t=1.925, p< .084). When 
we analyzed the use of crack we found that there as a significant difference 
between those who used crack and whether they were a CSEC victim or not 
(t=4.534, p< .033). When we compared cocaine use we found out that the results 
were on their way to significance (t=3.227, p< .072). When we compared heroin we 
realized that there was no significant difference at all between those who are CSEC 
victims and those who are not (t=.180, p< .672). When girls who used meth were 
compared we found that significance was approaching (t=3.096, p< .078).  
Discussion 
 The results show that there is not much difference between drug abuse 
amongst teen girls who are CSEC victims and those who are not CSEC victims. 
These results could have occurred because both groups abuse drugs at about the 
same rate. However, no significant difference may have been found because the 
sample of girls was not big enough to analyze and show a difference in results. When 
we analyzed the results that pertained to CSEC victims and non-CSEC victims in 
regards to their abuse rates we found significant differences.  
 This brings us to the conclusi n that CSEC victims are a hard gro p to 
understand and help. They are hard to help because they experience so many 
hardships in life. Many times th y are raised in abusive environments with parents 
who are drug addicts. They are also raised in envir nments where they may 
experience others being abus d or they may h ngout in areas where they are targeted 
to be prostituted. When treating CSEC victims you have to treat each individual 
differently. These victims deal with problems ranging from physical abuse, rape, 
drug use, and psychological problems. CSEC victims already experience high sexual 
behavior where they are exposing themselves to different diseases. Then you add 
drug abuse and an abuse history on top of high-risk sexual behavior. This makes 
treating victims hard to do, because they all have different experiences and have 
different needs.  
 Learning how to identify whether a youth is a CSEC victim is possible and 
something that many people such as school official can be taught to identify. 
However, if states do not change there laws and treat CSEC victims, as victims 
instead of offenders these youth will continue to be victims. Las Vegas should 
educate communities and providers on how to help CSEC victims and make special 
laws for them. They should start by passing Safe Harbor laws and then making laws 
according to assessments made on different CSEC victims. Officers and other 
individuals who help or come in contact with other CSEC victims should be trained 
and informed on how to better help CSEC victims.  
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Literature Review 
 Teen girls are being brought into prostitution every day and are 
constantly being sexually exploited. Prostitution has to do with all 
exchanges of sex for money or goods and services, such as drugs, food, 
housing, clothing, etc.” (Lavoie, Thibodeau, Gane, & Hebert, 2010 p.  
1149). It has been estimated that 400,000 children are involved in 
prostitution in the United States every year (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 
2011). Many girls are victims of physical abuse, verbal abuse, sexual 
abuse, or even murdered during their time as a prostitute (Hellemann & 
Santhiveeran, 2011). Women in prostitution are more vulnerable to 
being victims of homicides. In 2011 2.5% to 2.7% of female homicides 
were women involved in prostitution and 2 to 10 million children under 
18 years of age were prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). 
Many girls involved in prostitution are runaways who are trying to leave 
their abusive family environments (Menaker & Franklin, 2013). 
According to Anderson many girls get involved in prostitution because 
of their financial needs and will exchange sex sometimes in exchange 
for goods. 
 According to Hellemann and Santhiveeran three out of five 
female adolescents were raped five or more times while being 
prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). What we see is a higher 
abuse rate and higher risk factors for those involved in prostitution. 
Prostitution includes a great amount of stress and adolescents involved 
in prostitution can experience many psychological problems due to the 
stress. Many girls enter prostitution due to stressful life events such as 
breakups, death of someone close, and changes (Lavoie et al., 2010). 
 Teens will use multiple different drugs to cope with being 
prostituted and some are introduced to drugs by their pimps (Grace et 
al., 2012). Once a trafficker has introduced the girl to drugs they ake 
the girls dependent on them for the drugs and force them to work for 
them (Lutya, 2010). Drug use will make a teenager more at risk for 
being victims of prostitution (Lutya, 2010). Many girls involved in 
prostitution come from homes where they have a parent that is involved 
in drugs, too. A study of 222 prostituted individuals in Chicago found 
that 83% were raised by parents that are addicts. Studies found that 
many adolescents used drugs and alcohol and even self-mutilation as 
coping strategies and 21% to 96% of the girls involved in prostitution 
used drugs and alcohol (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011).  
 Many girls are physically, mentally, and sexually abused while 
being prostituted. Girls may choose not to report the abuse that they 
endure during a prostitution because then they may fear retaliation, 
being arrested for prostitution, or being put back in their undesirable 
home situations (Grace et al., 2012). Some girls may exhibit Stockholm 
syndrome and feel as though their pimps are a giving and loving person 
and they will become in denial about there abuse. This makes it difficult 
for service providers to provide help for those who are sexually 
exploited 
 Several laws have been created to help teens involved in 
prostitution, such as The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 and 
The Protection of Children from Sexual Predators Act of 1998 (Halter, 
2010). The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 has been 
rewritten to include victims under 18 who have been forced or not as 
victims of trafficking (Menaker & Franklin 2013). Some states have 
“Safe Harbor” laws the decriminalize prostitution amongst minors and 
offer other programs for teens (Menaker & Franklin 2013). 
Methodology!
!From August 2013 to December of 2013 face-to-face 
inte view  were c nducte  of teenage gi ls. All the girls w r  
detained in the Clark County Department of Juvenile Justice 
Services (DJJS). The irls were asked questions fr m the Center for 
Disease Control’s Youth Risk B havio  Surv y, the survey 
developed by O en and Blo m (2000), a d the GIRLS Initiative 
Workgroup conv ned by DJJS. 130 girls were interviewed by
graduate students from th  Department of criminal justice and re 
supervised by Dr. Alexis Kennedy. To understand the rates of risk
behavior, a quantitative study was c ducted polli g a variety of 
behaviors.  
   Girls were asked about there history if they had ever 
traded sex for items and if so what ki ds of items. The  wer  ask d 
what age di  they trade sex and if they ever had ex for mo ey. Th y 
were then  asked abou  their bu  history and wh ther or not they 
had been abused or witnessed buse.   
 The girls were a ked if they u  cr c , cocaine, heroine, 
marijuana, alco ol, meth, and oth r drugs. The girls were lso asked 
if they had witn ssed abuse f a family member or been physically 
and mentally abused th m lves. 
!All of the 130 girls intervi wed w re between the ages of 12 
and 18. Out of the 130 girls 94 were non-CSEC victims and 36 of 
the girls wer  CSEC victims. For the remained of the r sults, the
victims were compa d to the non-CSEC involved girls.  
Introducti n and purpos  !
!The purpose of this study was to understand whether 
girls who were involved in prostitu ion use drugs such s 
alcohol, meth, cocaine, a d other drugs more than delinquent 
girls who were not nvolve  in prostitution. This study was 
also to determine whether g rls who were inv lve  in 
prostitution had a gr ater history of abu e than those who were
not involved in pr s ituti n. This study may lso giv peopl  a 
better insight int  th girls tha  ent r i to prostitution in hopes
that it wil  h lp identify he r sources th y need to either never 
enter prostitution r to le ve prostituti n. Knowl dge about 
the effects of pr stitut on on gir s and why he enter int  
prostitution can help se vice pr viders offer bet er c mmu ity 
resources t  the girls. !
Abstract 
 This researc  explores whether commercially sexually 
exploited children (CSEC) abuse drugs or face greater 
histories of abuse than their delinquent peers. This research 
will evaluate whether girls who are CSEC victims 
experience more abuse of drugs or experience more 
physical, emotional, or sexual abuse. The study also 
explores whether CSEC victims witnessed more abuse than 
non-CSEC victims. A survey of needs and issues facing 
delinquent girls was given to 130 girls between the ages of 
13 to 18. Questions asked about their drug use, abuse 
history, and whether they witnesse  abuse. This research 
found that many girls who are CSEC victims experience and 
witnessed more abuse than non-CSEC victims. The results 
also showed that CSEC victims and non-CSEC delinquent 
peers showed no significant difference in drug use. 
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Results 
 The r sults showed that there was a significant difference between hose who 
were CSEC victims and witnessed domestic vio ence compared to those who were 
not CSEC victims and had not witnessed domestic viole ce (t=9.885, p< .002). 
When whether a girl had be n physically abused was analyzed the results showed 
that the difference was significant (t=6.311, p< .012). Analysis shows that the 
question of whether the girls had been emotionally abused did not have a significant 
difference (t=1.234, p< .267). The two groups varied significantly on whether girls 
had a history of sexual abuse (t=11.697, p< .001).  
 While CSEC victims wer  more likely to use drugs, they were not using at a 
statistically ignificantly higher rate t an their delinquent peers for ost drugs other 
than crack. The test results showed that there was no significance differenc  be ween 
th  use of meth nd whether  girl is a CSEC victim or not (t=1.925, p< .084). When 
we analyzed  use of crack we foun  that there was a significant difference 
between those who used crack and whether they wer  a CSEC victim or not 
(t=4.534, p< .033). When we compared cocaine use we found out that the results 
were on their way to significance (t=3.227, p< .072). When we compared heroin we 
realized that there was no significant difference at all between those who are CSEC 
victims and those who are not (t=.180, p< .672). When girls who used meth were 
compared we found that significance was approaching (t=3.096, p< .078).  
Discussion 
 The results show that there is not much difference betw en drug abuse 
amo gst t en girls who are CSEC victims and those who are not CSEC victi s. 
These results could have occurred because both groups abuse drugs at about the 
same rate. However, no significant difference may have been found because the 
sample of girls was not big enough to analyze and show a difference in results. When 
we analyzed the results that pertained to CSEC v ctims and non-CSEC victims in 
regards to their abu e rates we found significant differences.  
 This bring  us to the conclusion that CSEC victims are a ard group to 
und rstand and help. They are hard to help because they experience so many 
hardships in life. Many tim s they are raised in abusive environments with p r nts 
who are drug addicts. They are also raised in environments where th y may 
experience oth rs being abused or t y may hangout in area  where t y are t rgeted 
to be pro tituted. When trea ing CSEC victims you have to treat each individual 
differently. These vic ims deal with problems ranging from phys cal abuse, r p , 
rug use, and psychological problems. CSEC victims already experience high sexual 
behavior where they are exposing themselves o different diseases. Then you d
drug abuse and an abuse history on top of high-risk sexual behavior. This makes 
treating victims hard to do, because they all have different experiences and have 
diff rent needs.  
 Learning how to i entify whether a yout  is a CSEC victim is possible and 
something that many people such as school official can be taught to identify. 
However, if stat  do not ch nge there laws and treat CSEC victim , as victims 
stea  of offenders these youth will continue to be victi s. Las Vegas should 
educate communities and provid rs on how to help CSEC victims and make special 
laws for them. They should start by passing Safe Harbor laws and then making laws 
according to assess ents made on different CSEC victims. Officers and other 
individuals who help or come in contact with other CSEC victims should be trained 
and informed on how to better help CSEC victims.  
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Literature Review 
 Teen girls are being br ught int  prostitution every day and are 
constantly being sexually exploited. Prostitution has to do with all 
exchanges of sex for money or goods and s rvices, su h as drugs, food, 
housing, clothing, etc.” (Lavoie, Thibodeau, Gane, & Hebert, 2010 p.  
1149). It has been estimated that 400,000 children are involved in 
prostitution in the United States every year (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 
2011). Many girls are victims of physical abuse, verbal abuse, sexual 
abuse, or even murdered during their time as a prostitute (Hellemann & 
Santhiveeran, 2011). Women in prostitution are more vulnerable to 
being victims of homicides. In 2011 2.5% to 2.7% of female homicides 
were women involved in prostitution a d 2 to 10 millio  children under 
18 years of age were prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). 
Many girls involved in prostitution are runaways who are trying to leave 
their abusive family environments (Menaker & Franklin, 2013). 
According to Anderson many girls get involved in prostitution because 
of their financial needs and will exchange sex sometimes in exchange 
for goods. 
 According to Hellemann and Santhiveeran three out of five 
female adolescents were raped five or more times while being 
prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). What we see is a higher 
abuse rate and higher risk factors for those involved in prostitution. 
Prostitution includes a great amount of stress and adolescents involved 
in prostitution can experience many psychological problems due to the 
stress. Many girls enter prostitution due to stressful life events such as 
breakups, death of someone close, and changes (Lavoie et al., 2010). 
 Teens will use multiple different drugs to cope with being 
prostituted and some are introduced to drugs by their pimps (Grace et 
al., 2012). Once a trafficker has introduced the girl to drugs they make 
the girls dependent on the  for the drugs and force them to work for 
them (Lutya, 2010). Drug use will make a teenager more at risk for 
being victims of prostitution (Lutya, 2010). Many girls involved in 
prostitution come from homes where they have a parent that is involved 
in drugs, too. A study of 222 prostituted individuals in Chicago found 
that 83% were raised by parents that are addicts. Studies found that 
many adolescents used drugs and alcohol and even self-mutilation as 
coping strategies and 21% to 96% of the girls involved in prostitution 
used drugs and alcohol (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011).  
 Many girls are physically, mentally, and sexually abused while 
being prostituted. Girls may choose not to report the abuse that they 
endure during a prostitution because then they may fear retaliation, 
being arrested for prostitution, or being put back in their undesirable 
home situations (Grace et al., 2012). Some girls may exhibit Stockholm 
syndrome and feel as though their pimps are a giving and loving person 
and they will become in denial about there abuse. This makes it difficult 
for service providers to provide help for those who are sexually 
exploited 
 Several laws have been created to help teens involved in 
prostitution, such as The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 and 
The Protection of Children from Sexual Predators Act of 1998 (Halter, 
2010). The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 has been 
rewritten to include victims under 18 who have been forced or not as 
victims of trafficking (Menaker & Franklin 2013). Some states have 
“Safe Harbor” laws the decriminalize prostitution amongst minors and 
offer other programs for teens (Menaker & Franklin 2013). 
Methodology!
!From August 2013 to December of 2013 face-to-face 
interviews were conducted of teenage girls. All the girls were 
detained in the Clark County Department of Juvenile Justice 
Services (DJJS). The girls were asked questions from the Center for 
Disease Contr l’s Y uth Risk Behavior Survey, the survey 
developed by Owen and Bloom (2000), and the GIRLS Initiative 
Workgroup conv ne  by DJJS. 130 girls were intervi wed by 
graduate stud nts from the Department of cri i al justic  and were 
supervi ed by Dr. Alexis Kenn dy. To understand the rates f risky 
b havior, a qua titative study was conducted polling a ari t  of 
b haviors.  
   Girls were ask d about there history if th y ha  e er 
traded s x for it ms and if so what ki ds of items. They were ask d 
what age id the  trade sex a d if they ver had sex for mon y. They 
were t en  asked about their abuse hi tory and whether r not they 
had been abused or witnessed abuse.   
 The girls were ask d if they us d crack, c caine, eroin , 
marijuana, alcohol, meth, and other drugs. Th  girls w re also asked 
if they ha  witness  abuse of a family m mber or been physically 
and mentally abus  th mselves. 
!All of th  130 girls int rview d were between the ages of 12 
and 18. Out of t  130 girls 94 wer  non-CSEC victims and 36 of 
the girls were CSEC victims. For the remained of the result , the 
victims were compared to the n n-CSEC involved girls.  
Introduction and purpose !
!The purp s  of this study was to u dersta d wheth r 
girls who were involved in prostitution use drugs such as 
alcohol, meth, cocaine, and other drugs more than delinquent 
girls who were not involved in prostitution. This study was 
also to determine whether girls wh  were involved in 
prostitution had a greater i tory of abuse than thos  w o w r  
not involved in prostitution. This study may also give people a 
better insight into the girls that nter into prostituti n i  hopes 
that it will lp id tify the res urces they need t  either never 
enter prostitution or to l ave prostituti n. Kn wl g  about 
the effects f prostitution on girls and why they e t r int  
prostitution can hel  service provider  offer better community 
resourc  to the girls. !
Abstract 
 This research explores whether commercially sexual y 
exploited children (CSEC) abuse drugs or face greater 
histories of abus  than their delinquent peers. This r search 
will evaluate whether girls who are CSEC victims 
experienc  mo  abus  f d ug  o experi n  mo  
physical, mot o al, or sexual abuse. The study also 
explor whether CSEC v ctims witness d mor  abuse than
non-CSEC victims. A surv y of needs and issues fac ng 
delinquent girls was iven t  130 irls betwe n th  ag s of 
13 to 18. Que tions asked about th ir dr g , ab se 
history, and w ther they witnessed abuse. This res arch 
found that many girls who are CSEC victims exper e c  and 
witness d mor abuse than non-CSEC victims. Th results
also showed hat CSEC victims an non-CSEC elinq nt 
peers h w d no significant differenc  in d ug us .
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Results 
 The results showed tha  there was a significant difference between those who 
were CSEC victims and witnessed domestic violence compared to th se who were 
not CSEC victims and had not witnessed domestic violence (t=9.885, p< .002). 
When whether a girl had b en physically abused w s analyz  the resu ts showed 
that the difference was ignifi ant (t=6.311, p< .012). Analysis shows that the 
question of whether the girls had been emotion lly abused did not have a sig ificant 
difference (t=1.234, p< .267). The two groups varied signific ntly on whether girls
had a history of sexual abuse (t=11.697, p< .001).  
 ile CSEC vict ms were more lik ly to use drugs, they w r  not u ing at a 
st tistic lly sig i ica t y hi her r te tha  t ir delinque t eers for most drugs t r 
than crack. The test r sults showed tha  th re w s no signific nce diff rence b tween 
the use o  met  and wheth r a girl is a CSEC victim o  not (t=1.925, p< .084). When 
we analyzed t e use of c ack w  found that there was a significant difference 
between those who used crack and whether they ere a CSEC victim or not 
(t=4.534, p< .033). When we compar d cocaine us  we fou d out that the res lts 
were on their ay t  sign ficance (t=3.227, p< .072). When we compar d h roin we 
realized that th re was no significant difference at all b tween those who are CSEC 
victims and those who ar  n  (t=.180, p< .672). When girls who used meth were 
compared we f und that sign ficance was approaching (t=3.096, p< .078).  
Discussion 
 The r sults show tha  there is not much differenc  between drug abus
amongst een g rls wh  ar CSEC vic ims and those who are n t CSEC vic i s. 
These sults ld have oc urre  b u  both group use d ugs at about the
same rate. Howev r, no significant difference may hav  been found because the 
sample of girl  was t big enough to analyze and show a difference in results. When 
we analyzed the resu ts t a  pe tained to CSEC vict ms and non-CSEC victims in 
regards to their abuse rates we found significant differences.  
 This brings us to the conclusi n that CSEC victims are a hard group to 
understand and help. They are hard to help because t ey experience so many 
hardships in life. Many times they are raised in abusive nvironments with parents 
ho are drug addicts. They re also raised in environments where they may 
experience others bei g abused or they may hangout in areas where they are targe ed 
to be prostituted. When treating CSEC victims you have to treat each individual 
differently. These victims deal with probl ms ranging from physical abuse, rape, 
drug use, and psychological problems. CSEC victims already experience high s xual 
behavior where they are exposing themselves to differ nt diseases. Then you add 
drug abuse an  an  history on top of high-risk sexual behavior. This makes 
treating victims hard to do, bec use they all have different experiences and hav  
different needs.  
 Learning how to ide tify hether a youth is a CSEC victim is possible and 
something that any people such as school official an be taught to iden ify. 
However, if states do not ch nge there laws and treat CSEC victims, as vict ms 
instead of offe ders these youth will continue to be victims. Las Vegas should
educate communities and prov d rs on how to help CSEC victims and make special
laws for them. They should start by passing Safe H rbor laws and then making laws 
according to assessments mad  on different CSEC victims. Officers and other 
individuals who help or come in conta t with other CSEC victims should be trained 
and informed o  how to better elp CSEC victims.  
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Literature Review 
 Teen girls ar  be ng b ought into prostitution every day and are 
constantly being sexually exploited. Prostitution has to do with all 
exchanges of sex for money r g ods and services, such as drugs, foo , 
housing, cl hi , etc.” (Lavoie, Thibod au, Gane, & Hebert, 2010 p.  
1149). It has been timat d that 400,000 children are involved in 
pro titu io  in th  U ited States every y a  (Hellemann & S nthiveeran, 
2011). M y girls a e victims of phy ical abuse, verbal abu , sex al 
ab e, or even mu der d d ring their t me as  prostitut  ( ll mann & 
Santhiveer n, 2011). Women in prostitution are mo  vulner ble to 
being victims of hom ci es. In 2011 2.5% to 2.7% of female homicid s 
were women involved in pro tuti n and 2 t 10 milli n children nd r
18 y ars of ag  wer  p ostitut d (Helle ann & San hiv eran, 2011). 
Many girls i volved i  prostitution are runaw ys who r  tryi g  l ave 
their abus  fa ly environm ts (Me aker & Fr nklin, 2013). 
According t  Anders n many girls get i volved in prostitution becaus  
of th i  financial n ds and will exchange sex so tim  n exchange 
for goods.
 According to H lle ann and S thiveeran r out of five 
female adolescents w re r ped five or mo e times while b ing 
prostituted (Hel eman & S thiveer , 2011). What we se  is a hi r 
abuse ate and higher risk factors for those involved in prostitution. 
Prostitution incl des a grea  a ou t of stress and adol sc nts inv l d
in prostitution can experi c  many sychological problems due to the 
stre s. Many girls nter p ostitution due to stressful life ev nt  such as
breakup , death of someone l se, and changes (Lavoie et al., 2010). 
 Teens wi l use multipl  different drug t  cop  with being 
prostituted and ome r  i t oduc d to dr gs by thei  pimps (Grac t
al., 2012). Once a traffi k h s nt duced th girl to dru s they make 
th  gi ls de en nt n the for the drugs d for e them o work for
them (Lutya, 2010). Dr g us will make a t en g  m r  at sk for 
being victims of prostitut on (L ya, 2010). Many girls nvolved in
prostitution come f om homes w e  t ey ave a parent that is i volv d 
in drug , too. A stu y of 222 p ostituted individ als i  C icag  found 
at 83% were raised by p rents that r  addicts. Studi s f und that
ma y adoles ent us d drugs and alcohol and even self-mut lation as 
coping rategies and 21% to 96% f  girls involv d in pro t utio  
used drugs and alcoh l (Hellemann & Sa thive ran, 2011).  
 Many gi ls a e physic lly, ment and exually abu e while 
bei g pr stitut d. Girls may choose not t  report the abuse  hey 
endure durin  a prostitution because hen t y may f ar r t lia on, 
being arre t  for prostitution, r bei g pu ack in their undesirable 
home situations (G ce t al., 2012). Some girl  may exhibit Stockholm 
syndrome and feel as hough t eir pimps a  a giving and loving person 
a  they w ll become in de ial a out th re abuse. This makes it diff cult 
for service p ovider  to provide help for thos  who ar  sexually 
exploited 
 Several laws have b en creat d to h lp te ns involved i
pros itution, such as The Trafficking Vic ims Prot ction Act of 2000 and
The Prot ction of Children from S xual Predat rs Act of 1998 (Halter, 
2010). Th  Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 has been 
rewritten to include victims und r 18 who hav  been forc d or n t as 
victims of traff ck ng (Men ke  & F kl n 2013). Some states have
“Safe Harb r” laws the decrim nalize prostituti n amongst min rs and
offer other programs for teens (Menaker & Fr nkli 2013). 
Methodology!
!From August 2013 to December of 2013 fac -to-face 
interviews were co ducted f teenage girls. All the gir s were 
detained in the Clark County Depar ment of Juvenile J stice 
Services (DJJS). The girls w re asked que tions from he Center for 
Dis ase Control’s Youth Risk Be avior Survey, the survey 
d velope  by Owen and Bloom (2000), and the GIRLS Initiative 
Workgroup convened by DJJS. 130 girls were intervi wed by 
graduate stu ents from the Departm nt of criminal justice and were 
supervised by Dr. Alexis Kennedy. To understand the r tes of risky 
behavior, a quantit tiv  udy was conducted polling a var ety of 
behaviors.  
   Girls were asked about there his ory if they had ver 
traded sex for items nd if so what kinds of item . They were asked 
what age did they trade sex and if they ever ad sex for money. They 
wer  then  asked bout t eir abuse hist ry an  whether or not they
ha  bee  bus d or itnessed abu e.   
 The girls w re asked if they used c ack, cocaine, hero
marijuana, alco ol meth, and o er drugs. The girls w re al o asked 
if they h d witnessed abu e of a family ber or been physically 
and entally abused thems lves. 
!All of the 130 girls interviewed were bet en the ages of 12 
and 18. Out of the 130 girls 94 were non-CSEC victims and 36 of 
the girls w re CSEC victims. For the remain d of the resul s, th  
victims were compared to the non-CSEC involved girls.  
Introducti n and purpose !
!Th  purpos of this study as to understand whether
girl  who were involved in pr stitution use drugs uch as 
alcohol, m th, cocaine, and ot er drugs re than deli quent 
girls who were n t involved in pr stitu ion. This study was 
also to determine w ether girl  who were i volved in 
prostitution had a greater history of abuse th n those wh  w re 
not involved in prosti ution. This stu y may also give people a 
better insight i to the girls at e ter into prostitution in hopes 
that it will help ide tify t e resources they need to either never 
enter prostitution or to leave prostitution. Knowledge about 
the effec s of prostitution on girls and why they enter into 
prostitution can help service provid rs offer better community 
resour es t  the girls. !
Abstract 
 This research explores whether commercially sexually 
exploited children (CSEC) abuse drugs or face greater 
histories of abuse than their delinquent peers. This research 
will evaluate whether girls who are CSEC victims 
experience more abuse of drugs or experience more 
physical, emotional, or sexual abuse. The study also 
explores whether CSEC victims witnessed more abuse than 
non-CSEC victims. A survey of needs and issues facing 
delinquent girls was given to 130 girls between the ages of 
13 to 18. Questions asked about their drug use, abuse 
history, and whether they witnessed abuse. This research 
found that many girls who are CSEC victims experience and 
witnessed more abuse than non-CSEC victims. The results 
also showed that CSEC victims and non-CSEC delinquent 
peers showed no significant difference in drug use. 
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Results 
 The results showed that there was a significant difference between those who 
were CSEC victims and witnessed domestic violence compared to those who were 
not CSEC victims and had not witnessed domestic violence (t=9.885, p< .002). 
When whether a girl had been physically abused was analyzed the results showed 
that the difference was significant (t=6.311, p< .012). Analysis shows that the 
question of whether the girls had been emotionally abused did not have a significant 
difference (t=1.234, p< .267). The two groups varied significantly on whether girls 
had a history of sexual abuse (t=11.697, p< .001).  
 While CSEC victims were more likely to use drugs, they were not using at a 
statistically significantly higher rate than their delinquent peers for most drugs other 
than crack. The test results showed that there was no significance difference between 
the use of meth and whether a girl is a CSEC victim or not (t=1.925, p< .084). When 
we analyzed the use of crack we found that there was a significant difference 
between those who used crack and whether they were a CSEC victim or not 
(t=4.534, p< .033). When we compared cocaine use we found out that the results 
were on their way to significance (t=3.227, p< .072). When we compared heroin we 
realized that there was no significant difference at all between those who are CSEC 
victims and those who are not (t=.180, p< .672). When girls who used meth were 
compared we found that significance was approaching (t=3.096, p< .078).  
Discussion 
 The results show that there is not much difference between drug abuse 
amongst teen girls who are CSEC victims and those who are not CSEC victims. 
These results could have occurred because both groups abuse drugs at about the 
same rate. However, no significant difference may have been found because the 
sample of girls was not big enough to analyze and show a difference in results. When 
we analyzed the results that pertained to CSEC victims and non-CSEC victims in 
regards to their abuse rates we found significant differences.  
 This brings us to the conclusion that CSEC victims are a hard group to 
understand and help. They are hard to help because they experience so many 
hardships in life. Many times they are raised in abusive environments with parents 
who are drug addicts. They are also raised in environments where they may 
experience others being abused or they may hangout in areas where they are targeted 
to be prostituted. When treating CSEC victims you have to treat each individual 
differently. These victims deal with problems ranging from physical abuse, rape, 
drug use, and psychological problems. CSEC victims already experience high sexual 
behavior where they are exposing themselves to different diseases. Then you add 
drug abuse and an abuse history on top of high-risk sexual behavior. This makes 
treating victims hard to do, because they all have different experiences and have 
different needs.  
 Learning how to identify whether a youth is a CSEC victim is possible and 
something that many people such as school official can be taught to identify. 
However, if states do not change there laws and treat CSEC victims, as victims 
instead of offenders these youth will continue to be victims. Las Vegas should 
educate communities and providers on how to help CSEC victims and make special 
laws for them. They should start by passing Safe Harbor laws and then making laws 
according to assessments made on different CSEC victims. Officers and other 
individuals who help or come in contact with other CSEC victims should be trained 
and informed on how to better help CSEC victims.  
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Literature Review 
 Teen girls are being brought into prostitution every day and are 
constantly being sexually exploited. Prostitution has to do with all 
exchanges of sex for money or goods and services, such as drugs, food, 
housing, clothing, etc.” (Lavoie, Thibodeau, Gane, & Hebert, 2010 p.  
1149). It has been estimated that 400,000 children are involved in 
prostitution in the United States every year (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 
2011). Many girls are victims of physical abuse, verbal abuse, sexual 
abuse, or even murdered during their time as a prostitute (Hellemann & 
Santhiveeran, 2011). Women in prostitution are more vulnerable to 
being victims of homicides. In 2011 2.5% to 2.7% of female homicides 
were women involved in prostitution and 2 to 10 million children under 
18 years of age were prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). 
Many girls involved in prostitution are runaways who are trying to leave 
their abusive family environments (Menaker & Franklin, 2013). 
According to Anderson many girls get involved in prostitution because 
of their financial needs and will exchange sex sometimes in exchange 
for goods. 
 According to Hellemann and Santhiveeran three out of five 
female adolescents were raped five or more times while being 
prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). What we see is a higher 
abuse rate and higher risk factors for those involved in prostitution. 
Prostitution includes a great amount of stress and adolescents involved 
in prostitution can experience many psychological problems due to the 
stress. Many girls enter prostitution due to stressful life events such as 
breakups, death of someone close, and changes (Lavoie et al., 2010). 
 Teens will use multiple different drugs to cope with being 
prostituted and some are introduced to drugs by their pimps (Grace et 
al., 2012). Once a trafficker has introduced the girl to drugs they make 
the girls dependent on them for the drugs and force them to work for 
them (Lutya, 2010). Drug use will make a teenager more at risk for 
being victims of prostitution (Lutya, 2010). Many girls involved in 
prostitution come from homes where they have a parent that is involved 
in drugs, too. A study of 222 prostituted individuals in Chicago found 
that 83% were raised by parents that are addicts. Studies found that 
many adolescents used drugs and alcohol and even self-mutilation as 
coping strategies and 21% to 96% of the girls involved in prostitution 
used drugs and alcohol (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011).  
 Many girls are physically, mentally, and sexually abused while 
being prostituted. Girls may choose not to report the abuse that they 
endure during a prostitution because then they may fear retaliation, 
being arrested for prostitution, or being put back in their undesirable 
home situations (Grace et al., 2012). Some girls may exhibit Stockholm 
syndrome and feel as though their pimps are a giving and loving person 
and they will become in denial about there abuse. This makes it difficult 
for service providers to provide help for those who are sexually 
exploited 
 Several laws have been created to help teens involved in 
prostitution, such as The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 and 
The Protection of Children from Sexual Predators Act of 1998 (Halter, 
2010). The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 has been 
rewritten to include victims under 18 who have been forced or not as 
victims of trafficking (Menaker & Franklin 2013). Some states have 
“Safe Harbor” laws the decriminalize prostitution amongst minors and 
offer other programs for teens (Menaker & Franklin 2013). 
Methodology!
!From August 2013 to December of 2013 face-to-face 
interviews were conducted of teenage girls. All the girls were 
detained in the Clark County Department of Juvenile Justice 
Services (DJJS). The girls were asked questions from the Center for 
Disease Control’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey, the survey 
developed by Owen and Bloom (2000), and the GIRLS Initiative 
Workgroup convened by DJJS. 130 girls were interviewed by 
graduate students from the Department of criminal justice and were 
supervised by Dr. Alexis Kennedy. To understand the rates of risky 
behavior, a quantitative study was conducted polling a variety of 
behaviors.  
   Girls were asked about there history if they had ever 
traded sex for items and if so what kinds of items. They were asked 
what age did they trade sex and if they ever had sex for money. They 
were then  asked about their abuse history and whether or not they 
had been abused or witnessed abuse.   
 The girls were asked if they used crack, cocaine, heroine, 
marijuana, alcohol, meth, and other drugs. The girls were also asked 
if they had witnessed abuse of a family member or been physically 
and mentally abused themselves. 
!All of the 130 girls interviewed were between the ages of 12 
and 18. Out of the 130 girls 94 were non-CSEC victims and 36 of 
the girls were CSEC victims. For the remained of the results, the 
victims were compared to the non-CSEC involved girls.  
Introduction and purpose !
!The purpose of this study was to understand whether 
girls who were involved in prostitution use drugs such as 
alcohol, meth, cocaine, and other drugs more than delinquent 
girls who were not involved in prostitution. This study was 
also to determine whether girls who were involved in 
prostitution had a greater history of abuse than those who were 
not involved in prostitution. This study may also give people a 
better insight into the girls that enter into prostitution in hopes 
that it will help identify the resources they need to either never 
enter prostitution or to leave prostitution. Knowledge about 
the effects of prostitution on girls and why they enter into 
prostitution can help service providers offer better community 
resources to the girls. !
Abstract 
 This research explores whether commercially sexually 
exploited childr  (CSEC) s  drugs or face greater 
histories of abuse than their delinquent peers. This research 
will evaluate whether girls who are CSEC victims 
experience more abuse of drugs or experie ce ore 
physical, emotional, or sexual abuse. The study also 
explores whether CSEC victims witnessed more abuse th n 
non-CSEC victims. A survey of needs and issues facing 
delinquent girls w s given to 130 girls between the ages of 
13 to 18. Questions asked out t eir drug use, abuse 
history, and whether they witnessed abuse. This research 
found that many girls h  are CSEC victims experience and 
witnessed ore abuse than non-CSEC victims. The results 
also showed that CSEC victims and non- SEC delinquent 
peers showed no sign ficant difference in rug use. 
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R sults 
 The results showed that there was a significant difference between those ho 
were CSEC victims and witnessed domestic violence compared to those ho were 
not CSEC victims and had not itnessed do estic violence (t=9.885, p< .002). 
When whether a girl had been physically abused as analyzed the results showed 
that the difference was significant (t=6.311, p< .012). Analysis shows that the 
question of whether the girls had b en emotionally abused did not have a significant 
differen e (t=1.234, p< .267). The two groups varied i ifi a tly on whether girls 
had a history of sexual abuse (t=11.697, p< .001).  
 While CSEC victims were m re likely o use drugs, they were not using at a 
statistically signific ntly higher ra e than the r delinquent eers for most drugs other 
than crack. The test results showed that there was no significance difference between 
the use of meth and whether a girl is a CSEC victim or not (t=1.925, p< .084). When 
we a alyz d the use of crack we found that there was a significant difference 
betw en tho e who used crack and heth r they ere a CSEC victim or not 
(t=4.534, p< .033). When we compared cocaine use we found t that the r sults 
were on their way to significanc  (t=3.227, p< .072). When  compared h roin w  
realized that t re as no significant difference at all betwe n those who are CSEC 
victim  and those o r  not (t=.180, p< .672). Wh n girl  who u ed meth were 
co pared we found that significance was appro ching (t=3.096, p< .078).  
Discussion 
 The results show that there is not much difference between drug abuse 
amongst teen girls who are CSEC victims and those who are not CSEC victims. 
These results could have occurred because both groups abuse drugs at about the 
same rate. However, no signifi ant difference may have been foun  bec use t e 
sa ple of girls was not big enough  an lyz  nd show a differ nc  in results. When 
we analyzed t  result hat pertained to CSEC victims a d -CSEC victims i  
regards to their abus rat s we found significant differences.  
 This brings us to the conclusion that CSEC victims are a hard group to 
understand and help. They are hard to lp bec use they experien e so many 
hardships in life. Ma y times they are raised in abusive environments with parents 
who are drug addicts. They are also raised in environments where they may 
experience others being abused or th y may hangout in areas where they re targeted 
to be prostituted. Wh n treating CSEC victims you have to treat each individual 
differently. The e victims d al with problems ranging fro  physical abu e, rape, 
drug use, and psy hological problems. CSEC victims already xperience high exual 
behavior where they are xposing t emselves to different diseases. Then you a d 
drug abuse and an abuse history on top of high-risk sexual behavior. This makes 
treating victims har  to do, because they all have different experiences and have 
different needs.  
 Learning how to identify whether a youth is a CSEC victim is possible and 
something that many people such as school official can be taught to identify. 
However, if states do not change there laws and treat CSEC victims, as victims 
instead of offenders these youth will continue to be victims. Las Vegas should 
educate c mmuni ies a d providers on how to help CSEC victims and make special 
laws for them. They should start by passing Safe Harbor laws and then aking laws 
according to assessments ade on different CSEC victims. Officers and other 
individuals who h lp or come in contact with ot er CSEC victims should be trained 
and informed on ow to better help CSEC victims.  
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Literatur  Review 
 Teen girls are being brought into prostitution every day and are 
constantly being sexually exploited. Prostitution has to o with all 
exchanges of sex f r money or goods nd services, such as drugs, food, 
housing, clothing, etc.” (Lavoie, Thibodeau, Gane, & Hebert, 2010 p.  
1149). It has b en estimated that 400,000 c ildren are involved in 
prostitution in the United States every year (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 
2011). Many girls are victims of physical abuse, verbal abuse, sexu l 
abuse, or ev n murdered during their time as a prostitute (Hellemann & 
Santhiveeran, 2011). Wo en in prostitution are more vulnerable to 
being victims of homicides. In 2011 2.5% to 2.7% of female micides 
were women involved in prostitution and 2 to 10 million children under 
18 years of age ere prostituted (Hellemann & Santhi eran, 2011). 
Many girls involved i  prostitution are runaways who are trying to leave 
their abusive family environments (Menaker & Franklin, 2013). 
According to Anderson many girls get i volved in prostitution because 
of their financial needs and will exchange sex so etimes in exchange 
for goods. 
 According to Hellemann and S nthiveeran three out of five 
female adolescents were raped five or more times while being 
prostituted (Hellemann & Santhive ran, 2011). What we see is a higher 
abuse rate and higher risk factors for those involved in prostitution. 
Prostitution includes a great amount of stress and adolescents involved 
in prostitution can experience any sychological problems due to th  
stress. Many girls nter pr stitution due to stressful life events such as 
breakups, death of someone close, and cha ges (Lavoie et al., 2010). 
 Teens will use ultiple different drugs to cope with being 
prostituted and some are introduced to drugs by their pimps (Grac  et 
al., 2012). O ce a trafficker has intr duced the girl to drugs they ake 
the girls dependent on the  for the drugs and force t em to work for 
them (Lutya, 2010). Drug use will make a teenager more at risk for 
being victims of prostitution (Lutya, 2010). Many girls involved in 
prostitution co e fro  homes where they h ve a parent that is involved 
in drugs, to . A study of 222 prostituted individuals in Chicago found 
that 83% were raised by parents that ar  addicts. Studies fou d that 
many adolescents used drugs and alcohol and even self-mutil tion as 
coping strategies and 21% to 96% of the girls involved in prostitution 
used drugs and alcohol (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011).  
 Many girls are physically, mentally, and sexually abused while 
being prostitut d. Girls may choose not to report th  abuse that they 
endure during a prostitution because t en they ay fear retaliation, 
being arrested for prostitution, or being put back in their undesirable 
home situations (Grace et al., 2012). Some girls may exhibit Stockholm 
syndro e and fe l as though their pimps are a giving and loving person 
and they will become in denial about there buse. This makes it difficult 
for service providers to provide lp for those who are sexually 
exploited 
 Several laws have been created to help teens involved in 
prostitution, such as The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 and 
The Protection of Children from S xual Predators Act of 1998 (Halter, 
2010). The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 has been 
rewritten to include victims under 18 who have been forced or not as 
victims of trafficking (Menaker & Franklin 2013). Some states have 
“Safe Harbor” laws the decriminalize prostitution amongst minors and 
offer other programs for teens (Menaker & Franklin 2013). 
Methodology!
!From August 2013 to December of 2013 face-to-face 
interviews were conducted of teenage girls. All the girls were 
detained in the Clark County Department of Juvenile Justice 
Services (DJJS). The girls were asked questions from the Center for 
Disease Control’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey, the survey 
developed by Owen and Bloom (2000), and the GIRLS Initiative 
Workgroup convened by DJJS. 130 girls were interviewed by 
graduate students from the Department of criminal justice and were 
supervised by Dr. Alexis Kennedy. To understand the rates of risky 
behavior, a quantitative study was conducted polling a variety of 
behaviors.  
   Girls were asked about there history if they had ever 
traded sex for items and if so what kinds of items. They were asked 
what age did they trade sex and if they ever had sex for money. They 
were then  asked about their abuse history and whether or not they 
had been abused or witnessed abuse.   
 The girls were asked if they used crack, cocaine, heroine, 
marijuana, alcohol, meth, and other drugs. The girls were also asked 
if they had witnessed abuse of a family ember or been physically 
and entally abused themselves. 
!All of the 130 girls interviewed were between the ages of 12 
and 18. Out of the 130 girls 94 were non-CSEC victims and 36 of 
the girls were CSEC victims. For the remained of the results, the 
victims were compared to the non-CSEC involved girls.  
Introduction and purpose !
!The purpose of this study as to understand whether 
girls who were involved in prostitution use drugs such as 
alcohol, meth, cocaine, and other drugs ore than delinquent 
girls who were not involved in prostitution. This study was 
also to determine whether girls who were involved in 
prostitution had a greater history of abuse than those who were 
not involved in prostitution. This study may also give people a 
better insight into the girls that enter into prostitution in hopes 
that it will help identify the resources they need to either never 
enter prostitution or to leave prostitution. Knowledge about 
the effects of prostitution on girls and why they enter into 
prostitution can help service providers offer better community 
resources to the girls. !
Abstract 
 This research explores wheth  commercially sexually 
exploited c ildren ( SEC) abus  drugs or fac  great r 
histories of abuse than their delinquent peers. This research 
will evaluate hether girls who are CSEC victims 
experience more buse of drugs or experience mor
ph sical, emotional, or sexual abuse. The study also 
explores w ther CSEC victims witnessed more abuse than 
non-CSEC victims. A survey of needs and issues facing 
delinquent girls was given to 130 girls between the ages of 
13 to 18. Que tion  asked about their drug use, abuse 
his ry, and w ther they witnessed abuse. This research 
found tha many girls who are CSEC victims xp ri nce and 
witnessed more abuse th n non-CSEC victims. Th  results 
al o showed that CSEC victims d non-CSEC del nquent 
peers s no signifi ant d ffere ce in drug use. 
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Results 
 The results showed t at there as a sig ificant difference etw en those who 
were CSEC victims and witnessed domestic violence c mpared o those who were 
not CSEC victims and had not witnessed domestic violence (t=9.885, p< .002). 
When whether a girl had bee  physically abused was analyzed the results showed 
that the difference was significant (t=6.311, p< .012). Analysis sho s that the 
question of whet er t  girls ad bee  emotionally abused did not have a significa t 
difference (t=1.234, p< .267). T  two group  v ri d significantly on whether girls 
had a history of sexual abus  (t=11.69 , p< .001)  
 While CSEC victims were more likely to use drugs, they were not using at a 
statistically significantly igher rate than their delinquent p ers for most drugs other 
than crack. The test results showed at ther  was no significa ce difference between 
the use of meth and whether a girl is a CSEC victim or not (t=1.925, p< .084). When 
we analyzed the use of crack e found that there wa   signific nt differe e 
between those who sed crack and whether they wer  a CSEC victim or not 
(t=4.534, p< .03 ). When we compared cocaine us  we found out that the results 
were on their way to significance ( =3.227, p< .072). W en w  c mpared h roin we 
realized that there was no significant differenc  at all between tho e ho are  
victims and those who are not (t=.180, p< .672). When girls who used meth were 
compared we found that significance was approaching (t=3.096, p< .078).  
Discussion 
 The results show that th re is not much difference between drug abuse 
amongst teen girls who ar  CSEC victims and those who re not CSEC victims. 
These results could have occ rre  because both groups abuse drugs at about the 
same rate. However, no significant differenc  may have been found bec use the 
sample of girls was not big enough o analyze a d show a difference n results. When
we analyzed the results that p rtained to CSEC victims and non-CSEC victims in 
regards to their abuse rates we found significant differences.  
 This brings us to the con lusi n that CSEC victi s ar  a hard grou  to 
understan  and help. They are hard to help cause they experience so many 
hardships in life. Ma y times they are raised in abusive environments with parents 
who are drug addicts. They e lso rais d in environments wh re th y m y 
experience others be g abused or hey may h ngout in areas wher  they are ta g t d 
to be prostituted. When treating CSEC victims you h v  to treat each indi idual 
differently. These victims deal with problems ranging fro  p ysical abus , rape, 
drug use, and psycholog cal problems. CSE  victims already experience igh sexual 
behavior where they are exposing the selves to different d eases. Then you add 
drug abuse and an abuse history on to f high-risk sexual behavior. Thi  makes 
treating victims hard to o, because they all have differ nt experi nces and have 
different needs.  
 Learning how to identify whether a youth is a CSEC victim is possible and 
something that many people such as school official can be taught to identify. 
However, if states do not change t re laws and treat CSEC victims, as victims 
instead of offen ers these y uth will continue to be victims. Las V gas should 
educate communitie  and provide n how t help CSEC victims and mak  special 
laws for them. They should start by passing Safe Harbor laws and then making laws 
according to assessments made on different CSEC victims. Officers and other 
individuals who help or come in contact with other CSEC victims should be traine  
and informed on how to better help CSEC victims.  
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Literatur  Review 
 T n girls are being brought into prostitution every day nd are 
co stantly being sexually exploited. Prostitution has to do with all 
exchanges of sex for mo ey or oods and services, such as drugs, food, 
housing, clothing, etc.” (Lavoie, Thibodeau, Gane, & Hebert, 2010 p.  
1149). It has been estimat d that 400,000 children are involved in 
prostitution in the United States every year (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 
2011). any girls are victims of physical buse, verbal abuse, sexual 
a s , r e  r ered during their time as a prostitute (Hellemann & 
a t ). omen in prostitution are more vulnerable to 
bei   icides. In 201  2.5% to 2.7% of emale homicides 
er  l ed in prostitution and 2 to 10 million children u der 
1     r prostituted (Hell man  & S thiveeran, 2011). 
 irls i  in pros itution are runaway  who are tryi g to leave 
their abusive fa ily e vir nments (Me aker & Franklin, 2013).
Accord ng to Anders a y girls get i volved i  prostitutio  b cause 
of their finan ial n eds and will xch ge sex s metime  n exc ange 
for goods. 
 According to Hellemann and Santhiveeran three out of five 
female adol scent  were raped fiv  or more times w ile being 
prostituted (Hellemann & Santhiveeran, 2011). What we see is a higher 
abuse rate and higher risk factors for th se involve  in prostitut on. 
Prostitution includes a gr at amount of stress an  adolesc nts involved 
in prostitution can ex rience many psychological problems due to the 
stress. Many girls enter prostitution d e to stressful life events such as 
breakups, death of s eone close, and changes (Lavoi  et al., 2010). 
 Teens will use multiple different rugs to cope with bein  
prostituted and some are int oduced to drugs by their pimps (Grace e
al., 2012). Once a trafficker has introduc d the girl to drugs they make 
the girl  dependent on them for the drugs and force them to work r 
them (Lutya, 2010). Drug us  will make a teenager mor  at risk for 
bei g victims of pro titution (Luty , 2010). Many girls involved in 
prostitution come from homes where they have a parent that is involved 
in drugs, too. A study of 222 prostituted individuals in Chicago found 
that 83% were raised by parents tha  are addicts. Studies found that 
m ny adolesc nts used drugs and alcohol n  even self-mutilation as 
coping strategies and 21% to 96% of the girls involved in prostitution 
used drugs and al hol (Hellemann & Santhive ran, 2011).  
 Many l e physic lly, mentally, nd s xually abused while 
bei  pro titute . Gir  may ch ose not to repor  the abuse th t y 
endure d rin  a prostitut on because then they m y fear retal ation, 
bei  a r ste  r prostitution, or being ut back in heir ndesirable 
home sit ations (Grace et al., 2012). Some girls a  exhibit Stockholm 
syndrome and feel as though their pimps are a giving and loving person 
and they will bec me in denial about there abuse. This make  it difficult 
for service providers to provide help for those who are sexually 
exploited 
 Several laws have been created to help teens involved in 
prostitution, such s The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 and 
The Protection f Children from Sexual Predators Act of 1998 (Halter, 
2010). The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 has been 
rewritten to include victims under 18 who have been forced or not as 
victims of trafficking (Menaker & Franklin 2013). Some states have 
“Safe Harbor” laws the decriminalize prostitution amongst minors and 
offer other programs for teens (Menaker & Franklin 2013). 
Methodology!
!From August 2013 to Dec m er of 2013 face-to-face 
interviews wer  conducted of t e age girls. All the girls were 
detain d in the Clark County Department of Juvenile Justice 
Services (DJJS). Th  girls were asked questions from th  Ce t r for 
Dise se Control’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey, the survey 
developed by Owen and Bloom (2000), and the GIRLS Initiative 
Workgroup convened by DJJS. 130 girls were int rviewed by 
graduate students from the D partment of criminal justice and were 
supervised by Dr. Alexis Kenn dy. To understand the rat s of risky 
behavior, a quantita ve study was conducted polling a variety of 
behaviors.  
   Girls were asked about there history if they ad ever 
traded sex for tems and if so what kind  of items. They wer  ask d 
what age di  th y trade s x  if t ey ever  s x for money. hey 
w re then  sk d bout th ir abuse history and w ther or not t ey 
had be n abus d or witnessed abuse.   
 Th  girls w re asked if th y used crack, cocaine, heroine, 
marijuana, alcohol, meth, an  other dr gs. The girls were ls  sk d 
if they had wit essed abuse of a family member or been p ysically 
and mentally abused themselves. 
!All of the 130 girls interviewed were between the ages of 12 
and 18. Out of the 130 girls 94 were non-CSEC victims and 36 of 
th  girls were CSEC victims. For the remained of the results, the 
victims were compared to the non-CSEC involved girls.  
Introduction and purpose !
!The purpose of this study was to understand whether 
girls who were involved in prostit tion use r gs such as 
alcohol, meth, cocaine, and other drugs more than delinquent 
girls who were not involved in prostitution. This study was 
also to determine whether girls who ere inv lved in 
prostitution had a greater hist ry of abuse than those who were 
not involved in prostitution. This study may also give p ple a 
better i sight int  the girls that enter i to prostitution in hop s 
that it will h lp identify he resources they need to either ever 
en er i  or to l ave prostituti n. Knowledge about 
the eff cts of pro titution on girls and why they enter into 
prostitution can help service providers offer better community 
resources to the girls. !
